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The Only,
Afternooa Daily
In Murray And
Calloway County

rArgeol
Circulation
Both In City
And in Crinty

United Press International

In Our I7tk Yent

Ceen & Heard' It Takes 37 Years Locally
4. Around 4. On Average To Save $50,000
MURRAY
(Special to the Ledger & Times)
NEW YORK. Dec 23 - How
nig would it take for the average Calloway County family, earning what it don at the present
time, to build up a $50,000 retirement fund if it puts aside 7 percent of its income each month?
The question is an important
one because of the
constaritlY rising oost of living. What was
a
minetent amount of money to
retire on 20 years ago is quite inadequate now, even with social
security It will be more inadequate 20 years hence.
Economists are advising
Pestle

oe

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, December 23, 1966

le• Per Cop"
NO PAPER

Vol. LXXXVII No. 302

MONDAY

Ordinance Puts
Large Area Into
Heavy Snows The City Limits
Reported Over
The Ledger and Times will not
publish on Monday. December 26
order that employers of the
lain paper might enjoy the bolllay with their fanglike Most retail establishments will be closed on that day, as well as city,
aunty, suite and Federal offices.

to look ahead and raise their
sighta as to how much money
they vsiK need for retirement.
At one time the advertisemen
ts
., Mia. Johnny Anderson just sat
reed: "How I retired on $150 a
down and wrote to the fruit jar
month," Now the amounts menpeople Ban Brothers Contpany of
tioned are at least twice
that
&Curiae. Indiana to Lind out somemuch.
thing about Mr Marione patentAt the 7 parent rate, the
avered a.T.
age Calloway County family
would
be saving apteactimately $33
a
She got a very nice reply and here
month, baasea on its current
The Murray City Council met today so that employees will reinis the gist of it. John Melon was
come
in regular session last night with eerie chedcs before Christmaa.
granted patent rights on NovemIf It banked-orootherwise inroutine business of the city beThe coursed approved a motion
ber 30, 1058 on the anew thread
vested this money and receive
am discussed
that 'the day borrow $25.000 from
d
neck features of a fruit jar.
intere
stat 5 percent, compounded
The council gave the second local banks to pay current bills
Beby United Press International
Linen 1868 and 1902 a numbe
quarterly. It would achieve the
readmg to an ordinanoe annexing and payroll. The city has not rer
of clifferent glass companies
Americ
ans from Olden:ant to an aim to the city on the
abpective In 37 years, extusect
south ceived francium taxes for 1961,
✓ the 1856 patent
Virginia - today got a promise and southwest
cept for the taxes payable on
mast. •
of the cite. It now amounting to about this aUln.
the
at a white Clanatmas, but the takes only • ruling
Interest received.
of the Cirent from the Murray Electric System,
intensity of the arum brought Court to mike
Ball used it for 10 or L2 years
In zn.any other areas of
this area a part of Southern Bell Telephone Cuesthe
unpleasantness for holiday trave- the city.
beginrarg in 111813. Maybe this
ceuntry, where incomes are
party and several others.
beler&
would be the &newer to Mr Joe H.
Councilman Prank Lancaster reT`he strike at the General Ani- low the aced level arid the aTheir payments have been hind
Harard
Curds question the other
mount
ous
driving
that can be sewed is analor
hear, ps/tied that • series of discussions up because state autheetties here
day. line and rem Concretion plant
mow
Several companies used the Mas- at Calver
warnings were posted by the Iliac been held with
t City has ended after keir, a greater length of time
city police not as yet designated the amount
on patent and meren credite the union
weather bureau for 10 states s- with two points to
members ratified the wain be needed to accumulate
be reran- to be paid. Efforts are un
d
ame the Middle West Hardest mended to the council
him with it on their jars.
$60,000.
Of new contract last night
The noth- to nee state authorities aorta
course everybody who teed
hit today was northwestern Okla- ing allowance evil be
For those local [seabed
Urtion and company negotiators
his
increseed a figure so the city will r
that
homa
patent pial Mr Mason for using breed
aril
find
souttw
It
ast
Kansa
from
s where
$80 a year to $120 Police- the funds it is supposed to Mbpossible to put $60 a
at • tentenve agreement
* it.
four
foot
month
drifts
stalled cars and men called back to duty in off carve
into such eseinga. the
hi a nay bong session antra the
trucks.
Mies Beth Vinson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
haws will be pakt at $200 an
=of Jahn Poplar, fedora, me- $60.000 fund would be created in
Since the funds have not lisgS
Owen
The
The Glass Oontainer pautactu
Oklahoma Highway Patrol bour. This ealliadt duty will
V1111041, Hazel Hew te One,
32 years Their withal Cash
perfectly satiated on Mania's
rbe received the city must
swknee as he vted Sas Peopine
ark Institute of 99
reported hazardous drivirg con- only in ermergencas
ees irank this week. Santa would ast
The new contract between lade ings in that period would total
Avenue,
and at the
("Gotthard On Page Six)
ditions throughout the ante and direction of the mayor.
New York, N Y put out e
my what Miss Vinson asked Ior, but (rem the expres
book- 1720 of the International Assoc- $19,2110. The remaining $30.800
sion on her
face It is a male bet that she *ill receive
let one time entitled "Maso
said • "sohd sheet of be" covered
One new city police will be
5.
n Jar iation of Machtnista and the com- would come from dividends
many roads
Centennial" This is the Gay
The 1115-a-month sewer would
added to the force
Oaf Photo by Ed Collki
re- pany is to last three years. and
Pleven mohes of anow smothered
ference material that the
'Me second reading of the orBoll ends • nrike at the chemical reach the $60.000 pant in 25
Harrison, Art, during the night. dinance setting sellerie
Brothers Oomparey knows
about plant that beigan September 30. peer* He will have put 012,500 as for city
niie
way
inches
in that time and receive
failing in a six-hour employees was approved and all
(CmUnaed on Page GSM
No figure was reported kr wages
d
period West Plains, Mo.. got nine employees as set fcrth
and benetite lost over the three 1119.1100 in Interest
in the lest
imam and four-inch reports came meeting were rehired.
Jest how much a family
months period of the strike.
can
The oounal approved • motion
Provisions in the new contract sem depends upon no particular
The annual Chinstmae Eve Com- leen albsouri communitiee
hear Ilifount Vernon, ido, a to deed property at Austin
sail for wage Manama tom/trig olentanstarres and upon how much
munion at St John's Episcopal
and
Church will begin at II 00 p.m. on car dia an the dick pavement Douglas schools back to the my
36 cents an hour spread over a K has left after taking care of its
Thorni
beak
ly
evenin
g, sending
unrealities Those at the
It Board of Education. The normal
Saturday nMIst.
three mar period. one extra
bottom cif the income
Rev Robert Barthel all preach camera, into a school bus A proceare watch is followed when
scale are
an armee In Gars
passen
ger in do car was killed the School Board othstructs
unable to put aside anythi
and celebrate the Holy CommenMintribuillin
school
miglayge seeilegt4
ng.
Dr. Jerry Macklin, Area DirectSaffalbrig to the karat flgeme
insurance over bao yeses, an
Mrs. _lessages4 Whitener. Or- add all inn thg bus cinv er map- buildings In 'nth bonds beim to
.
'
or of th-terthon Berselos 'poke to
ad
Wing'
4111
1/01
bus.
be
said,
Is
o/eat,
that
crease in disabty payments from total eurvings by Individuals in the
the (Ay Nile the
will offer Chnernaa mate
James iddNairt. 21, of Murray,
the blerrely Roney Club yesterAocumithations at fair niches bonds said redeem a
MO to $60 and eatendina the time Untied Inaba USe - yew will a- pleaded
deed to day
uslocent Thursday to Wore the service
on the new area approach to
or
more
mount
were
expect
to
the
ed
06
school
by
tonight
billion. This is about charges of attempted
property The property
All who with to observe. or
period of much payments from 30
murder
to from northern
t
Artanses throat is then leased ti, the School interlace work.
Mans in this celebration of
to 36 weeks, an ineaseie in the $3 billion below the 1111101Mt, they a police officer and robbery.
the the Tennes
At the present time, he tald
'the Merely Fire Department
see Valley.
Board at an amount which will
ago durauon of wononen's compensa- put aside liast year.
McNairL who was sought for birth of Jesus Christ, wet be most
the club, the County Agent, le
busy hat night between 8 00
The Lone Star State was a retire the bands When bon&
and tion insurance payments from 30
a month after failing to show up leeloorne, Rev Burcheil said_
are the person
30 during which time thee receivwho londies most of
study to contrasts Snow dicker- retired the property is
to 28 weeks, and several °henget
then deedto face trial in November, is aced five calk reporting pees
the probierna concerning the needi
higinve
ed
cts
ed
in
the
back
firm In contract language
panhan
to
the
dle
abort
board
(
-used of attempting to kill Henry
Fire Chief Plead Fkibertaon
Thursday while south and eastern
This procedure is followed be- of the tanner in the county. He
seal
Several peopie from this area
County Deputy Sheriff Taylor
he nausea the fires were
gives advice on many different
parte of Texas enjoyed 70 to 110 cause the School Board,
started are employed
Owens of Puryear. Owens rappat
the
Calver
t
Ctty
born per
areas of fanning from programmshooting firewolt&
degree weather Corpus Christi cannot endebt Own
plant
for more than
annual Christmas ET. Can- ed McNair( for violation of reThe firstcellcame at 8 06
log craps to 4-H swat
recorded a high of $4, breaking the year's revenue
to
dlelight Fence of the Pint Christ- gistration °tonna.
City Park. but this was out on
In the mat several years. he
The stamp windows of the Mur- the previous record of 79 estabarBonds at both Austin and Dougian
Church
will
Owens
be
was
held
rival of the firemen The last
found bleeding on ray
tomorrow,
can
Postaffice toll dose at noon lished for the date In 1954
las have been rettred so the pro- continued. Ole idea has been debeginning at 7 30 in the
the
( ma to 12th and Maki
roadsi
de and said McNahi
sinctiguy
veloped to have an expert In
Streets garb
on Saturday, December 24, and
South of the snow and lee belt. perty was conveyed back
of the church
had alugyd him then knocked
to the
was out on arrival
at of several fields who could
will remain closed through Mon- Moment and thunderahowers add- lastiool Board
Dais
tnaditi
onsl
service of preT'hree other tails were to
with his pistoll.
Leib
day. December 26
ed eating human, to the lower
pinnace' for the Birth of Christ,
The city will lame payroll checks mere a whole arm, rather then
and Sharpe. 10th and
MaNairt
betng held waler
Chestnut,
MA one county. In
Two peraons Irani Murray were connote of the
Personnel at the Postoffice haste Miwissaipt Valley, more than an
manner
singing of favorite 1110,000
and 2nd said AM One truck
In
the
Henry
County worked
each of the experts could give of
an- fined in the Manhole County Cowl cards readings
inch of rain fell at M Dorado,
hard
threughout
sperm:elate to the 'aiim
swered the calls seri the
die
night
bowler
their knowledge and experience
aaip Pal Howard during the season. and 'pedal
Christmas rush to get the
was used to extimulah the
Christman mumail Ant,, and Alexandria. La., during
nom& egillt of December 13 through De- sic. The sanotuary
whith would be of greater benent
out as quickly as possible.
the az hours ending at 1 am
'OW be in cast'This morning at $ 30 a car
The
WM •
20. according to the court nem, except for the
to the farmer.
rural carriers have had a
light of candreported on fire at 410 Bath
heavy WI' today
Mil report published hi die week's is- les
The area approach provides far
load and on mane clays have
North
of
the
snow,
Street The fire thick left
cold
settled
riot
the nib- sue of The thirehaii-Courier.
The musk will be
Five Murray students have been more efficiency. grester
arrived book at the postafice
Subzer
tinpara
o
glom but the firemen were natIgle
tures
by the
Seven
were
recallbed
They were Nolen Cope, Mum,. combined
Chancel and
fore almost six pin.
jwhile enroute that the
ed m North Dakota, northern elected to offices In Pi Kappa and greater flexibility, he on.Junior
fire was putlic drunk. fined $1000 seal coats Chars,
under the direction of LeoThe lobby of the Portant:a
14intimota and adjacent areas Alpha, national social fraternity
out
will
Howard It. Crittenden. princip
of $25 Oa and LindaL Morrb M nard Whitener and
He paned out that the heed
at Murray State University
al be open until seven
Mrs WUlton
pm. each Lows were expooted in some areas
of CaBoway County Meth School
Maray. uterine weetilden ablek Porter. respectively.
The Murray students are Wal- of farrn develoganent, borne eco, day in order far the pubLic
Karen Mulkey
to de- to plunge to as much as 26 defined $1.00 arid costsof 110.00, as- MU be the organist
said that those lehO plan to ride
ter Blackburn, eillMed Eflis Ed- nomics. 441 and Youth Work
poet that mad In the slots.
grees below zero
•
the tea to the North Marshall
to the pUbalbed Mork
The sanotuary will be open
Management, and Other
at
Snow flurries accompanied the die Graran. Beane Htunplwey and Farm
7:00, end the pubik h invited
game in the Paducah Tagtinna.n
to
cold as it invaded an area from Saireny Knight. They are among phaaes of the agriculture field.
there in this service of
Tournament to be at the achool
preparation.
the (treat 'Akira to the northern 31 new cellars recently chosen can be hanened in a better and
Sammy Parter. 1826 Hamilt
which begins at 7 30
at 12. 16 pen. on 'Tuesday. Decem
more elticket mariner with the
by the fraternity
on
Applachians
Street, has been accepted
ber V. at which time the
Blenkaurn, 100 Hickory Drive, new area approach.
kw
bus
The South enjoyed unseasonable
mernbership in Alpha Phi Ownwill leave.
Be paid tribute to die County
warmth, but winter was due to is • senior majoring In chemistry
ma, an honorary Journalism
Any student that wants to ride
fradisplace the bairn) for the bitter and minoring in English and Ma- Agent of the past several decades
il ternitf at Murray State
the bus, but has not earned
Craverthe
as the anovostorm moved east- thematics He was elected ser- who provided the farmer with
/eV
bus list. may cell Principal CritSix University School students ward
vent-at-411TM
Imowledga know how and adrift
Muter la a senior making;
tenden at his home,
attended the second preliminary
Ellis. 310 North 12th Street, Is which has helped to develop the
In
Skies. were moan clear over
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Crittenden also said that any &ardent Congress
Western Florida the northe
at
saphamore majoring in science. American farms into what they
rn plains and
16
Calloway County Heti Laker fans State Uokersity, Bowling Oren,
nta initiated in Demeilaff.
He was named social oheamien
are take/
the in terke of the West
who want tickets to the North reoent/y. They were
Lawrence
Organ. Route 5, 1a a senor
Dr. Madan used elides to 11Congreaanan Frank A StubbleMaritime-Conaway County game Andaman. Sammy Collins, Mite
majortng In pre-medicine. He was iustoite his talk.
held advised
the Ledger and In the
Paducah Tiatturian Invita- Jeffreys', Kenny Lynn, Kirn Smith
elected historian.
Dr Aladdin was intrcducied by
Times yesterday evening by teational Tournament to call him
Humphrey, 1111 Sycamore, Is • C. 0 Banclurant, Arm Manageat and Kenneth Thomas
awn that the Rural Electri
fies, his home or at Callow
Lawrence Anderson acted es
sophomore madaring In biology ment oonsuttant The program was
ay County
on Administration had
By Ceded Pros International
trident- High School.
presickng officer for the unicamand chemistry. He was picked as In °huge of Harvey
al to him that a loan of
$400.A few reserve chair seat tickets eral congress Kim Smith was one
nigh chairman.
Visitors of Mr. Bonclurant were
100 had been approved for
West Kentudrn - Hazardous
the are still available, Critte
nden said. of the persons nominated as best
Knight. 216
West
South
Kentuc
Twelfth Sam Foy, County Agent and Rae
ky Rural Telephone
dere ITif warnings this afternoon
moniker after he introducel a
Street. Is a sophomore mencring Bmach Penn Bureau Insurance.
noperattve Corporation in Mayand tonight. Rain mixed w th
biE which will be discased at the
Di mathematics and physics. He Paul Mak was • visiting Roen.
mow continuing north portions
next student congress
tarian from Layette, Indiana.
The Man will camplete the
Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield and is the new parlament/than.
this afternoon. Additional Snow
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ern which 9411JI authorized
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a
accumulations 1-3 inches this atunder
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Dr Jim Hart
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Body
new lines and
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north portion& Much colder this
rresiding officer during School this morning about
his iguana. Dr. Don Clement and
make general improvements
9 30.
eilliernoon and tonight Saturday
to the Concord Road reported a break-in one period of tegiala
tive session.
Lester Ptak were guests of Donsydem in Calloway, Orsves
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ald Hunter William Harvey wee
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rolet four claw driven by Wilson
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Medical
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Five Calls Are
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Department
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Held On
Two Charges
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Candlelight Service
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For Christmas Eve

New Approach
To Agriculture
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Five Local Students
Fraternity Officers

Bus For CallowayNorth Game Planned

Sammy Parker Is
In MSU Fraternity

University School
Students Attend
Student Congress

RTC Receives
$490,000 Loan

WEATHER REPORT

Accident Near
Faxon Today

McNutt's Body Shop
Entered On Thursday
-

David Jones Heads
Michigan Lodge

Dr. Jim Hart Is
Chief-Of-Staff At
Murray Hospital

St. Leo's To Begin
Christmas Observance

John C. Ramsey
Has Heart Attack
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Ten Years Ago Today

FRIDAY - DECEMBER 23, 1988

MSU Racers End Pre- Blue-Grey Game
Christmas Schectiae. Pits Beat Passers
With 'Toppers, In Lou hi The Nation

=DOER a TIMMS riLa

Tbe

The Murray City Council met this week in a abort seslien
with Mayor George Hart re-ea:Ming and appointing o"
-tees for 1957
F. R. Riddle of the Southern Bell Telephone Compaq
3ald he Winks all records will be broken for the Christiania
traffic by telephone. Each year more and more long distance calls are placed on Christmas day and Southern Bell
keep& At switchboards fully manned to handle this volume
of calls.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Oka Caddas of Murray are the
ziarenis of a dstugbler,2tlanic,y Lynn, born at the Murray Hospital December 5. Mr. and Mrs. Freed Cotham are the maternal grandparents.
Lt. Col R. C. Stewart and faidis are beet home Is the
United States from Japan. They will be located in Na alketern
part of the country after a visit Vita Murray relatives.

The Marray State Thoroughbreds
By BILL BRYANT
wrapped
up their are-Cbrsamas
WOMOOMERY, Ala. SiP - Two
Ws reserve las dins so select any
atheduke by dropping • 04-111 deloners is Ms Beta
the oat pima Is ihe skean
a Reath Tam Iteme Much, ui oar egiolen ars not kw the bit SpMilton to Weems itenasokyIs ern
had all-war Wenn (raft Meth
ain al ger efories
Otdo
Clereirenae Tourna- ad Badinto action Seliedep Ni
ment, Int they WPM mice that lie Mift reestral at the Illia-Ony
RATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WAI.A.ACE WITMER CO, NW
Nadine Am, Memptna. Innit; 21ine a Lib Ethg., Nsa York. N.Y
Lney WWI be a 111010e
Ibt OW% clarity pm.
Meginmea Bldg., Detroit, lee&
chimasonstup nme.
Vlball Outer to Brahma YOUBM
The
RaCeTS
nod a miserable first wail 173 caseatio's for LAM yards,
aktiewci et the Part Office, Murray. Kenuacky, for transinimon
se
wand
the lialleapire and red Terry Solider' of Beim. With
Swath Claw Matter.
fell behind by 18 pours but they 141 for UN yards, will be die BarSSUBSCRIPTION RATIN. By Owner in Murray, per week 36a, per seteath
rafted in the second half and iddi big
quarterbacks in the
111-11 In Calked arid adjoining counties. per year, KM, aisewbers, Mat
fewer than five minutes to go bad nationality televised game Muth
lbe Tepper kid la Mo.
only 25,000 can see to that hand.
Wtheandua Clete anald • Gemsemiat Is the
Diet Onaninahmen, the 1-0 lima
The kickoff to small Crampton
lateener el Is Itheespraparmom Mewl he bed game OM Bowl Si set hor 1 p. at
toe Murray as he snored Si poets
The North head ocedi a Glenn
and pelted be Si rebourels. Ens m- Dobbs at Telma, a firm believer Is
FILIDAY - DECEMBER 23, 1966
ama Ielai broke the OVC Tanas- throwing footfalls, and the South
moot*
Pa. Southall's mai coach. John
Omedriettern woe rarnM to Ile Bridgers of Baylor
ell-ameament tem am well as
The game could equal for exreggae gemord Neat aleirliseetat clianent lest year's mem won 33
Sy MITI" PRESS INTIMINATIONAL
Ma the had Si main This Was le by die South on a ha smelt!
elie
the
oreleat Year lor he- touchtkewn pm by Rseady ateitioa,
NEW TORII - Fire Chier Jam T °Hagan, on the rescue
Amos Is mike the townsmen' 08711 querterhadt of the Attalla
of seven firemen, entombed when a blazing four-stery buildtem.
Patens.
ing collapsed.
ammo aso beat litorehad ad
Play Mayeri from 30 colleges all
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Baby rigors Fall
To St. Mary 40-27
In Tourney Finals

A Bible Thought For Today

READ TIE LEINER'S LLASSIFIEDS
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Roll Embarrassed Last Night;
Big Aleindor Still Shines
By YOU .011111tOgN
rel sports witise
Mike Hold Mai two far the rood
amt Law Ainorkw provided the
eraser.
Rua. a 6-4 senior isemed ter
seventh-ranked cualnoatt, suffered an of bee's muot nrearreang
moments Thursday night when he
tipped in liwu points for ihe vele
ing TOMB Obraltlati UMW caring
alma overtime seam Be mare
Ban nateemee1 hanself, however,
by Mara the undefeated Beacom co in II/411 victory.
Aloendor, aware mart), to the
preaure of In two tight varsity
comma, scored 22 of his 34 points
in the second bait to pace topranked UCLA to as 84-75 tntimpti
over amtations Chimed° State.
No other teems ranted In the
top /0 by trotted Pros International
raw scum

and ambit two weeitad 'Isomseer Duke, had oonsidemble &faulty siting Ms la. MondIn, the 7-,foot-1 goliatti. was held
to 12 pante in she ftra half and
Vi Broths minaret with a e1-34
lead.
Ostend. Mete, spirted by 6-2
sophomore Lloyd Kerr, closed the
gap to • suable point at 65-64 with
CM Ma to pis, m ate Aim battled Alcuxior and the Bruins evendi, bonne But big LW, the
notion's leading eater with a 37
average. permrably tool chortle of
the game to that point, mooring
eight to tete Bruins next 11 peenta
is UCLA forged ahead 78-08
Kerr scored IS pinta, the same
camber as alcindor's mph sidekick Lucius Allen. Bonny BusUon
contribuoad 17 to the Oolonicio
Cade.

Ma Cam Win

Defending
champion
national
Kentucky. reeling from three defeats in Ira first frve earnee. turned
In Ma finest performance to the
seemi in roue* previously uraiefared Organ ewe II3-08 said
reacted the final nerd of the
Kentucky Invnataorial Tournament
The Wildcats opponent in Friday
night's final will be towertng ICanam State. ail 83-50 victor over Penn
State.

Rd" bailed the Buircata 04i GC
tsoubie with a 28-pent, 13-rebound
performance as Mannar registered Its Nth leat-gaigb win
die
season in seven games It Vila the
Seurat& third GV t tune victory and
two others have
n decided by
one of two pante
DOLA, idled for two meets by exams after whipping Southern On
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RATE SCNDAT DINNER WITIE
S
We Cater to Private Parties in Private Dining Room
CALL F OR RESERVATIONS
. 492-9786

TM, TART WO rflAWCI-WIYEN TOL
TRADE WMI . . .

PARKER MOTORS
153-5273

Murray, By.

LARGE VOLUM - LOW PROFIT
"Series Dwelt Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SIM UB ON A NEW OR USED CAR
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Dee's Bank of Hazel
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Now Serving Fresh Catfish

The Bank of Murray
Peoples Bank
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Hazel Cafe
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WILL BE CLOSED

641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE

Monday, Dec. 26th.
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Monday, Jan. 3rd.

baI, Ceram
Pony Owen
Princes teren
Martha die
Tanen Welker
Calkerine Bleep
Billidon Brandon
Vilettlei ()mean
Ganda Jim
Pa t Scott
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For The Holidays
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Vaughn. 611 South 9th, Murray; )0•
Mrs. Carrie Wood, Weetview, Murray; Mrs. Martha Ann Powell, *
i.
e
Route 1. Dexter; Mrs. Irene Hopper, Route 4, Murray.
Diarniewair, December 21, 1966
Mrs. Barbara Rogers, 913 North •
Madison. College Part, Ga.; Misr
Laura Crabtree, 307 North 16th,
Murray; Mrs. Glenda. Sirs, Route
3, Murray; Larry D. Jins, 800
Olive, Murray; Ralph Hulon 84g.
Cr, 510 Seuth 6th, Murray; Mrs
Sarah Kennerly. Route 5, Murray: Mrs. Mauritz, Pritchett, Route
51-.rraY: Mrs. vertu zetsche
and baby, Almo; Mrs. Kath,
Adluns and baby, 11L2 College
Court, Murray: Bsll Tadern Wells
Route 2, Murray; Mrs. Odle McCuLstcn (ncrared). Route 2. Murray: Mrs. Pamela Robinson, Route
1. Murray.

We at Taylor Motors sincerely wi sh that somehow we could
convey unto
you, our friends and customers, the personal warmth and best
wishes for the
best and most joyful Christmas ever for you and your families.
For over 1900 years man has tried to find a better way to say "Merry
Christmas and Happy New Year".

immeimmetiovve.
COOK'S JEWrIL
IL/rXIIT

A
A .
A
A

We trust that the faith you placed in us has even been strengthened and
through the years to come you may point with justifiable pride to Taylor Motors
and say, "That's my dealer-.
"IP

3t

Again, -Thanks- from the bottom of our hearts. May the future hold
great things in store for you.

:1
:
1

Try as we may, we cannot come u p with a better way of saying -From all
of us to all of you, we wish you a very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year
in 1967“.
'
7

51

WATCH
REPAIRING
DePeedabk.

Guaranteed Service

'Mum 753-1606
SOS Maln !Street
Murray, Kaatucky
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We wish for good things to come
into your life — and remain
...the blessed season's
)glfts of serene good will,
peace and joy,

Bill Bailey
Don Bailey
Bob Hassell

William Haneline

Phillip Rogers

Henry Hargis

End l Rose

James Harmon

4;

WIW

01

Walter Byars

Will Smith

Kenneth Keel

Hule Sutter

Billy Lamb

Bill Champion

Tommye D Taylor

Don McClure

Bobby Coles

Wanda Tietloff

Grayson McClure

Al Thompson
••

REXIE 0. T. STALLS, Representative

Brent Cooper

Osley McClure

Marlene Dawkins

Wish we had a picture of J. P. Kilgore's Redbone, "Red",
Ron England's "Ky. Sam" and "Lady", both Black and Tans;
Otho Burton's Bluetick "Joe". his Redticks "Frank" and
"Buck"; John C. Steele's Bluetick "Blue" and Redtick "Rock";
and hundreds more we know about but have never seen. Boys,
when you come through Murray, stop at the Ledger and
Times office. We are set up to get pictures of you and your
houncLs on the spot. If you come through at night call us at
home (753-2450). Don't be a clock watcher, any hour from
•8 p.m. to 6 a m. we are at home and eager to get your pictures.
We aren't fussy about the hour.

Gary Smith

James Hughes

Ted Caroll

NATIONAL LIFE & ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.

James Scott

Bob Hopkins

Carolyn Byars

=0

!
rp,

We would like to thank you personally, collectively and individually, not
only for your business, but for recommending to your friends and neighbors
that they, too, trade at Taylor Motors.

Danny Bazzell

=
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st

We realize we are woefully lacking in ability to even express our thanks to
you for the privilege of doing business with you through this year
and years
past.

abiding love.

Bill Mohundro and Elvin
Thompson. Bill owns three
Black and Tans, "Blackle",
"Jim" and "Moose", a Bluetick and Walker ,"Rowdy".
All We know about Red's
'hounds is that he has two
Walkers,"Jack" and "Lady".

Alq
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Cen-sus — Adults
73
Census — Nursery
Admissions, December 21, Ma
Glen Dmaid Edwards, Route 3,

\\.
%5 4A

Had we managed to capture
all of him, you would recognize Bill Etherton of Martin
Oil Co. You can't miss our
Bluetick lady "Queen". Due
to a hunting accident she Is
slightly handicapped, but
only physically, thank goodness!

NM Mig.NOWA WAWA.lt"Of MO.?WA M'Of
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By Mrs. Ophella Bazzell
Mr. and Mrs. N,,rris McNeey
and children of Florida visited relatives an Kentucky recently.
Mr. and Mrs J.ramy Sellers and
sty ILA cue L •
daughter of Henderson spent Sat.
h
Urday and Saturday night with
We have no doubt the Martin Oil Company makes a pretty her parent"), Mr. and Mrs. Jess
Darnell. Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Lamb
good headquarters for the 'Coon Hunters, but doesn't it get were callers.
a little crowded occasionally, like twenty four hours a day? Sunday afternoon cakes of Mr.
you really need a larger spot, so why not consider a 'Coon a14-Mrs. James Black and family
-'-*re Mr. and Mrs, Willis Sanders
"'Aunters club? You see we don't mind sticking our neck out
and children.
with suggestions to you boys. How about "The Triple C" Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
(Calloway 'Coonhunters Club)? Aw, come on now, we thought and Mrs. Perry Lamb and son,
that was pretty cute. I know Calloway County has a wad of Larry. were Mr. and Mrs. Jets
Darnell, Mr. and Mrs. Hyland X
scrub hounds ,and amateur hunters. You could fill this club Darnell and daughters,
Mr. and
in two months. We might enroll our biscuit-eaters!
Mrs_ Prentice Darnell and WES,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Lamb, and Mr
•
•
•
Mrs. Jimmy Sellers and
and
daughter.
Here are some of these Hunters and Hounds:
Saturday afternoon guests of
Mrs. Matt-so J.nes and Miss Luis
Marine were Mn. Fred Adams,
Mrs. Moely Coohran. and Sunday
afternoon guests were Hugh Dowdy and atlas Treva Peay.
Mrs. Hattie Watson was a Monday guest of he: easter, Mrs. Aline Tabers. Mrs. Freed Tucker
and daughter were also callers.
Thursday chimer guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Black was Mrs
Ophella Bazzed.
Mr. and Mrs. LIM Winchest
Jr., and children were SundaN
evening guests of her parents, M:
and Mrs. Earl Lamb. Kquietb
and David Smith are spending a
few days With them.
Larry GeJ la a -patient at the
Murray Calloway County Hospital
in room 307. He had surgery Monday.
Mr. and Mrs Earl Hargrove
IL J. McDougal and Jack Garland with R. J.'s Black and
were Saturday evening dinnet
TM "Joe", his Walker "Queen", Renee's "Shorty" and
guests of Mr. ant Mrs. Hugt
Jades Black and Tan, "Lady".

tad by 6-2
, closed the
t 65-64 inch
.1 Arens bet3ruirms overlie Law, the
odds a 37
k dame of
int, scaring
xt 1.1 palate

Murray Hospital

Coldwater

Clayborn McCuiston

Pamela Deem

Crockett Thorpe

Jerry Miller

John Powell Emerson

11;

Edwin Thompson

Bobby Walker

Ben Nix

Doris Ezell

Van Waugh

Rue Overby

Kennith Geurin

Kennith Wig-gins

Doyle Pierce

Fred Gibbs

Clayton Pritchard

••=
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Leo Wiggins
Francis Wilkerson
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This Is "S;mbo" Parker and
another of Henry Major's
registered Plott hounds.
Sambo doesn't do a lot of
hunting, but he knows good
hounds. He is a brother to
Bub Parker, "father of the
tall rabbit tales". Sit in bo
kllows more about cars, tobacco and farming than
most of us. He and Bub are
good guys, you ran tell them
even without their white
hats.

TAYLOR MOTORS, Inc.
"WEST KY.'S TRANSP ORTATION CENTER"
4th & Poplar
IMPERIAL

•

•

•

•

We notice a large number of people are giving subscriptions to the Ledger and Times as Christmas gifts. A good
idea and we appreciate the support. Also noticed many
men on the mailing list with more coming in all the time.

service

•

e

Don Grogan

6

•

We have some new-Beagles today. Joe Donald Raszberry
Route Two. Onen-tle hasn't had time to name, the
Hazel
of
other is "Bmokey". Joe's wife is Helen and they have a little
five months old girl named Donna Jo. Joe is the son of Farley
Raspberry, and a nephew of our "Tojo". These are nice kids.
"Fins 'N Feathers" welcomes this young family and Beagles
Into the club.

At the
season of holly and
mistletoe, it is our
special pleasure to wish you
a Merry Christmas and to express our
thanks for your patronage throughout the year.

CHRYSLER

-

DODGE

VALIANT

-

INTERNATIONAL - DODGE
—
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DODGE DART

PLYMOUTH
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-

DIAMOND T TRUCKS

COMPLETE LINE TRAILERS & TRUCK EQUIPMENT

Main at Second

—

Phone 753-6878

603 So. 4th Street

aireiraat

-

TAYLOR MOTORS MOBILE HOME DIVISION

CLAUD VAUGHN PLUMBING & HEATIN

4
tv61!""1*•r•

-

5th & Poplar
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Ihr. and Mrs. diced lltepene Wilms of Murray Rouge Three are the
Parente a( • sekteliter, Amato&
some. bad at 12.47 p. re. on aide
tuday, DOMIllber Li. at es Meener-Callimay County lespellte, lbe
Wen weeshoi amen pounds tip**
paws aria was 113s Inaltuni.
Paternal grandparents are Mir. Sett
Ws. Mitred Mid eiod materell
grandperents are Mr. berl INTS.
duo Nance. Peenaii
mendparents are Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Ced and maternal greet mindmother I Mrs. Ladle PhiLens.

Bridal Breakfast
Held At Holiday
Few Miss Purdom

•• •

Neighbor Needs Sound Advice I

Meted ig lie main able with Ike
honed eiemileore a dm dee& was
By Abigail Van Soren
her debar. him Wells Purdam, Sr_
MAR
ABBY
I
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A BRAND NEW 3-bedroom brick
Mina large fatuity room and kitchen Centelnation, Pi berths.
PIANOS FOR OH:RISTMAS. Illery
*roue:iota, central neat and airand Olark, Orand. Low WM heha
contilitioning. Located on Sloti-Wa
terms. Reed's Music Manor, 5 Mils*
Prole.
So. of Bention. on Herikei-Monfleid
• NICE 3-BEDROOM brick home
licnel, at Harvey. Open evenings, located in
Kaksey with electric
Sunday 1:30 to 710.
Dec. 31-C he* storm doors and
windows. The
ANTIQUE ALADDIN type lamp. lot is approximately 1 acre in she.
also filionni-Corana portable type- A MODERN 6-rourn brit* home
writer with caw See at 1016 Penne Led 14 sores. Tres e One of the
I Moen
Small farms you Will see
Street.
D-211-C
Ls:mated about. 4 cosies visa of ILUrMOVE OR PIREPLAOR wood. All ray an a prayed road. WM edll or
cok. Phone 763-7066,
D-23-C trade for a house M town. Excellent finances aan be arranged.
TWO MALE Siamese kittens. Very A 1 YEAR OLD
extra nice brick
reasorially priced. Idea Owletwas house and 26 acres.
Six acre corn
giftillor child or achilt. Plinth
Mee,
acre dark fired tobaram
6754.
D-22-C Mae, good cattle barn
and well
fenced, 4 miles eset of Murray on
NINE ACRES located
2 blocks paved read.
laut,avest of Calvert MT Blink OALL ON US anytime to dinettes
and Moppet% Center. Plane Ran- your Real Estate & Insurance needs.
dolph Erwal, CH-7-4392, Mayfield. TUCKER REALTY & Ins Co.. MD
Ky.
D-3I-C Maple Street. Murray, Kentucky,
763-4342, Donald R. Tuoker, /3obby
1TC
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick. taro We 0. Onogan.
man hardwood
Sacra
electric
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126 fret x 260 feet, 3 131.1.106 eget on CHRISTMAS SPEXAAL - Peking121. Possession with deed. Price ese puppies. See Sammy Adams,
Kirkwood Drive, seventh house on
S15,503.00,
3-4113131100111 Mit* with garage on WI from S. letti.
D .23-NC
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heat, Mr-osiclitioning, near GERMAN SHEPHERD
puppies, age
school $000.00 down arsi take over 3 months, Ea Call Hardin 431PHA payments. Possession
with Jell 1.
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deed.
•
J. a PATTON, Realtor, 202 South PIANOS, Baldwin Organs, Guitars.
13-23-C Amplifiers, Magnavox Stereos. TVa,
4011 Bt., Phone 753-173I.
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SEMI-RETIRED MAN OR WOMAN

I HIRED IT
THROUGH THE
WANT Ain

To Carry Ledger & -1 imes Paper Route

Apply at Ledger & Times Office
tfric

Attention Boys!

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
_woo&

An excellent paper route in Murray is
open. We need a good responsible boy
for this route immediately. Qualified
boy can start at once. Please apply in
pr-rson at the Ledger & Times office.
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Lake Sidney's posh Knollwood diner fellow wasn't
ing Street and the apertmen,
twenty.
one suspect
sect ion
"Anytrow
Brandeis went on.
molding
five-year-old Karen Rogers who -In canes like thrs one where
You tin vern'f forgotten to,
fleeS
linY6ses 9m44arY' there a • lot 01 money ot un
tie vain nma
invileA me to dttmel
was Mot te death by perlIte. A
'I cant illnderdasid you Hai I sepeOfiel imapect. Ur Clark Fowl- eterthin ownership, an experience naa been that some slick
ry You re Mete* 10 ocreiretv er
nag been Lathes into custody. lawyer winds up with most or
feu 00 Whili the
'Also killed in the melee Was It I like to think that Mohnen,
troviey••
Mrs Marguerite Swallow. wtd- atxsut (he Santa Claus kettle
'
'Never Wink, tent non.
minute,
ow of one or the murdered men, ktnil of balances that part ox it
,„„
rirm anode P"nee say mere are strong le- out"
nient a 'quo
dientinna that Era Swallow was
The two detectives move•o to
soimehel al the door
slain oy the Rogers woman the door, bandling theii coats
'615 f•erectrve Brafineta. Miss
shortly before the arrival of po- about therm Alice at the door.
Litter, Like to nave a word
lice One officer. Uetecttve O. Impulse vety gave them each •
with vnli
igeanoem was no, alone De. car Platt, wall slightly wombed kiss on the cheek
al the tray"Merry Christmas." Me said.
tective Platt way with turn A
Brandeis racked the radio off "To bolt, of you,
"
Mintage snowed or, the 'eft and Inched up the champagne
Iron," fitratoleis
"Same to
wrist el to. Yonne** policeman gtasit,:'Well. that's it One of grinner', feeling a ver', warm
and the ann MINS la • Wing
the particulars that nostril been sensation inside Minselt
Braless Welt oft sae nat. me renewed is that there ts a betOscar Platt gave • little as
'1'hougnt
Mira
eyes sews emet
ter then even Chance both Platt lute With MS good arm 'Merry
Noble"
lure.
IS
flee
we MINIM
HI. eyes
went
MIS lapse aught oe lying dawn Christmas."
eleftike rwo Wow at ow eserehe right now If an briery to Harry before the door
Harry at
glasses -We were WIN
limaareave *OR ..811101o1 not'- Mooed, "And maybe • hearty
,
"
• Entle ertenerleaTie. Brent:10M fled •..• ._%b tetet we were H1-ye Silver, nun'
Would you and Detective Platt 111 Ose h
The door closed softly Harry
el• We tip there."..
care to /din di.
away.
turned
"
iftee eit Mee the Lone Raftrh. two Men glanced at tacit er; Meta pinned ilk didn't
"Dome here. Masked Man, or
other and Brannen. siirtieget waftis W thanked. Me Rogers Santa Clans. or Whoever you
"Seeing as how we're not
WORM! turned Out to be quite a are." Alice sem"We've got
dirty officially, that mien es Shalt. She damn near blew an some unfinished business
nice," He glanced at his Watch. attire enternobile eve from
tie let nio arms go around
-There's a new/ward at five- aniline us. Rut nelp showed up her, wondering briefly what she
thirty on WSTS. Have you got and one lucky shot get her af- was going to eartwheri she rea
a radio, Miss Drury?"
ter the Opine was surrounded. lined twenty-five thousand Mil
She pointed across the room Fir Fowler came out then. He's Mrs had touno its way into the
to a hi-fl combination, and the been talking ever awe Re's myetenoue philanthropist,. poc
big Man lurnhered over and told us Karen Rogers admitted ket shortly before lie, reached
turned it on l'hete're a oeniple to rdin that she shot Ed Snyder. the Santa Ones kettle.
of Interesting items I wtuit you We re checking out ner autoTheir lip. touched. and he deMatte mato' at Ballistics now • ckled he woold put oil worrying
to hear."
Alice ahout tht until be hail lens im
Ktl?'
'Karen
Killed
Alice mat down on the Rota
portant things to occupy him
motioning Platt to a chair liar-, said "Why,
THE END
ry gave Alice one glass of I "She told Fowler that •he and
typo by ftleherd Pardwrrit.
brow the Doubleday • Co Crime Clot'
itiendieet•
Distributed by Eels

en

LOST is FOUND
1..C11T: 410 Double Bend shogun. Lust
Ookftweer scad IBM
Grove Hichwes. Dec. Meth. A reward given One 70111-011111. D-28-0

Feeinge

Help

Wanted

DR ASSUMED et away for ftret 01
year litle-imet
Seeds-no experience reeessery. Write Avon Mgr.
Mrs, Wein I.. MOM.lamb Drove
Rd beaseea. ky.,
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DO YOU

I WISH VIE
YOU HAVE A DREAMY
LOOK ON YOUR FACE -WHAT ARE you

V.EE GETTING

MARRIED TODAY

NO -- - I WAS
THIN KING ABOUT THAT
(
WEDDING, CAKE
_..._,_

REALLY
LOVE ME

THAT

z

MUCH

THINKING

41:Ab

ADOUT

iighiLa
n.
o

Ivo boo ii I Pot

Pitt

Sts.e•
YOU WANT TO DO

WHAT f

ryIos

c kub 410•41••••••• I,is., 1.•

2

GET AWAY FROM ME."
YOU'RE JUST AS CRUEL. AS
'NE REST oc n4Em- woRSE:
BEAT IT BEFORE I
LOSE MY TEMPER.

SHE SAID IT JUST TC MAKE

MEANT IT.., BUT SHE
COULDN'T! WHAT'S IN IT
FcR HER

r NoT11ip4G.:,

44i
KNEW PAY SOME

5EF:0'Art SWEARS YO'IN
AS MAN AN' Wi
-+IAS
AN`/ LOSER GO'ANY

AT TE).1-SHUI4 TO 1.00.11

E

PAAV--;
CNGS
EVENIP

WILDDIkt, IMIDIAIIROOM!!
,WE 5 COM IN'TO TH'
'AM WWII

osJacK-1514UNP,.

t

•
•tor.

11

T."17- _

A* UNHAPPIER, THAN I AM: fiWT..
I wONDER... ttAAYBE SHE

•-;

-1 LIKES

lIC&F._

5TLF1D REINrxER KEPT
5TEFPIN6 ON Ao4Lr' STCC; !
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,
4•0111061111.00
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SEEN & HEARD . . . Journalism

Aad thanks to Mrs Anderson for
her conthbunon to the fruit jar
kn owledge

By LOUIS CASSELS
Chilled Press International
Churches are forging • new instrument of religious education drat
may prove more effective them
Suncl^y whooh or sermons in communicating- Chnstian insights to
contemporary society.
The instrument is journalism —
spes-dOcally. magsaine humaihni.
Nearly every meta denomination
now hcs one or more Met-rate mawcomes aimed at a broad farnSy audience Many of Obese periocdails
have been Launched within the pest
decade Some are drassisaliy transformed versions of venenable he
organs which previousity had a narrow appeal

Seastorhat be.hreg his portly demearno. Di RiOph Woods is something of a raconteur.
Meer Shirley lies a little gadget
that he sells which is Pleasing to
the serises
— —
What it ft. is a big bulb sitting
on tap of a little plastic bawl. The
top of the bowl is plastic too and
has three little claw like things
that hoed the bulb secure.

That's ail v si need is lust plan
o:d water
The thing grows up about ten inches and then hie blooms begot
to tnifad They come in two or
three flavors. It is • Hyacinth
*bat makes it s nice is you can
have a Wonting plant right in
your houee in the winter trine
and it grows so fait yth can hardly believe it.
These Hyacinths give a
coke in the house ail
fact that it is a living
thing sort of keeps you
of Sprirg.

Corn-Austin Co.
412 Main Street

dash of
just the
growlog
thinking

Felt tarry for old Sport yesterday.
He usualiy greets us with roma
ado, but vestsed
be was moving down and %is. letting oat
Buie ales He had had • distemper shot and a rabies shot and
the thip gime thing hurt haw We
felt for tam ever though we still
remembered his bulb digging Sc-

If you haven't read one of the
new-style church nagasinea. Yoh
nay be in for a pleasant surprise—
and perhaps • few steam as wail.
The plessrit surprise is the WO
professional quality of those pubhesitant'. With rere excepticews thy,
are "slick" magazines both in the
printed on
technical sense of be
eased piper arid in the more general sense of being dutifully edited.
Mix* of them make ertensive tese
pi coloa,. photographs. subheads.
white mace and other tricks of
modern layout to enhance readability
The caesuras often are • far au
hem what you might expect to
find m a churoh meassine Instead
of fIlltrg their pages with bland little homilies and short stories, today's religious period are wading
boldly into such controversial laaddiction homosexmes as its
uality. scam, blank power and
"death of OW" theolney.
By carrimislaaing snicks from
illading thentagiths and well-infanned experts in other fickle, q
&with trageothe can give the bigaim • tar more laid and Intellectually satiedying treatment of almost any sibject than he's likely
to get in the average aerrnori
In the past. denominational nargsines were seriously handsapped
becauee they could offer only a
areal fraction of the fee or of the
audience ant:bible to a welter in
aim circulation nada nagannee.
This problem is now being overwe, however Male of the meet

Afire • night of rest however he
gond LI ever and procumige 11111111.111111111 Probsimrst lemmas 12•40
knocked us does this resening In
siliemlly entered into an Minion
• great silage of brotherly los,
Ogingilliire agree:neat to publish
etc.
jointly feabires which no one of
them could afford to connalmion
Mesta. Swim there is practirally on
1111111sm Feather comes up with
overlap Is cereidation. the tient It
the fonows cm the old Amerto molts nee new arncie avadable
ican ending of "ough" which has
to total stalleoce of about 3 6 silseveral sounds
lier% readeni--ensich campers (averTO PLOW OR NOT TO PLOUGH
duly with all out the biggest of the
aeculer naleks"
To buy • plough
Ceegaraie kAdvertising
I hereby youth
'The same technique Mao is heFLght here and Dough'
NW Mani te salkelation of &dThis will take dough
welling. In the mot. many Mg
But this I nough
ratiorad advertisers have shied sI cannot grouch
way from retakes journals. berdi

•

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Hospital deport

New Aid For
The Church

as far as fruit jars is concerned
Maybe if folks wrote for one of
these booklets it aught tell all.

OPEN FOB cHeisraas Busman— A Vietnamese sidewalk
shopkeeper in Saigon arranges Christmas decorations for
sale He has ornaments and artificial Christmas trees.

—

Census — Adults
.
Cchsus -- Nursery
7
essaimeions, December 31, 191141
John C. Ramsey, Route 1, Murray; Guy H Simmons, 204 South
3rd, Murray; Mrs. Wanda Kimbro. oxiti I, Ousel; Benjamin Ir.
fiche:r(run, 113 North 16th, Murray, Mrs. Lillie Al. Scherrffitts,
West View Nursing Home, Murray; Cecil A. Stitt, National Hotel Murray; Mrs. Jan Cooper,
B.;ze:, Mrs. Sadie Dunning, Route
1, Cada.
Dimiesaa, December 21, MO
Glen. Daval Edwards, Route 3,
Kelsey; R G Shelton, Route
Murray; Mrs. Lucille Mary Rudolph. Route 1, Dextn, Mrs Patricia Swett and baby girl. Story
Aver.ue, Murray; hrs. Irene Hooper, Route 4, Murray; Joe Schneider Ontphed), Route 1, Almo.
is

(Continued From Page One

All yeti do is keep the little bowl
filled with water and a wondrous thing chairs before your
eyes. The Whit bowl becomes filled with roam as the days pass
and the bulb bums to shoot OPward

TIMES

Final Rites For
Johnnie Reed Today

FRIDAY — DECEMBER 23,

Funeral For Mrs.
McCuiston Today
- —

1968

•

READ THE LEDGER'S CLASSIFIEDS

The funeral for Mrs. Odle McCulston is being held today at 230
P. m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Heine with Rev.
a
tir
t ison E
xAiRev.
j
aer
:
sirx yy,,RLact
iles;ey
emetery
l wiS be in the New Concord
Cemetery.
Active patibearers are Eunice M.
Henry, Prank McCuiston, Dun Dick.
B.iicuxn, and
Austin Norwood.
Mrs. MoCoiston. wife of the late
W D. MoCulaton, died Wednesday
at the age of M. She is an-vived
by two sons. Trellis and Kelly S.,
five sisters, three grandchildren,
and four great grandchildren.
The J. H Churchill Funeral Home
It in ctatge of the arrangements.

i1100090004Mig.?Itag Nal*114W#4*AMMO

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
Our Prices Don't Go Up . • •
They Come Down!

I

*
SPECIALS ON 19- AND 23-INCH
*
CURTIS-MATHES TELEVISIONS
*
*
Open from now until Christmas 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

1

TV SERVICE CENTER
X

312 N. 4th Street

Phone 753-5865

MIWIWM JEKINkW WM AV OM WAN Mall=

Service For Joe
Schneider Saturday

Ptr.al rites for Jotuthie N Reed
Funeral services for Joe Schneider
were held today at one p. M. at
the J H Churdhill Funeral Home of Aim° Route One are scheduled
with Rev Gerald Owen officiating. Ifor Saturday as two p. m. at the
Burial was in the Murray Memor- chapel of the Max H. Churchill
; Funeral Horne with Rev. D. W.
nl Gardens
Ave pallbearers were members Billington onicating. Interment
of Murray Masonic Lcitge No 105 will be in the Briensburg Cemetery
P. & A Molted hononirY Pallbear- in Marshall County.
Mr Schneider, age 77. died Thursers were his nephews.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home day at the Murray-Calloway Cosurvived by
was in cherge of the arrangements unty Hoopla/. He is
his wife, Mrs. Norene Turner Schneider of Akno Route One, two
because of their limited audience listors. two half sisters, two halt
and because they were afraid of
brcabara, and several nieces and
being accused of showing sectation
neidisawa
prefereoce. This fail. nine ProtestFriends may call at the Max H.
ant. Catholic and Jewish magaidoes
Murtha Funeral Home.
formed an agency called "The
Interfaith Group" to °mined WM
national advertisers for sinuttaneous display in all of the publicsSons.

•
•

•

Ordinance..
(Continued From Page One)

was

30 RAMS HIBOSHIMA—It ast
symbol pinpoints the largest
underground thermonuclear
blast ever touched ofg Sy SS
U.S., and circle Indicates the
shock area in Nevada and
California 'The detonation,
comparable to in H-bomb,
adds up to 511 UMW the peerat Hiroddams atom bent

money to pay current commith
wenn.
Dallying by the Mate authorities on this question came shout
when all property owners were
assessed 100 per cent it the value
of thew property. This caused
scene contusion since the Electric
System was already paying 100
per cent
Wort alit begin soon on the
four-arum of South 12th three'
from Sycamore to just south o'
Uncle Jeff's Mayor KRA rave"so that both gas arid War hr h
must be moved in order to aecorraplish the widerang.
The gas system will utilise three
or four men and also rent machinery from the Lynch Constructkin Company, now working neat
South Marshall School ip Metshell County The system will use
their own men and equipment also and the operation is crowned
to take from three to four weeks
at an WM/tong cow
th. tam of 15 000 to 110,0u0.
One visitor. Frank Kavaraugb
appeared before the council as
criticized
the
council's salary /
schedule

it

•

Ready In Time For

THE

HOLIDAYS
Ryan Boiled Custard

A
;so

At Your Favorite Grocery or
From Your Route Man

h
w!
to

RYAN
K COMPANY
Murray. Kentucky

Sufficient hash
To fat my Mat"
To cart aweigh
To build my m.o.-a
To feed my oough
Also my sough

Ze
yei

Murray Livestock

he
Pr

Same dough TM borrough
Or to my acirrourrh
Ill wake tomorrough

liv
of
pa.

With
mcre chough
To feed my cough
And hurgry lough!

So. 2nd Street

x.

en
go.

•

Without a plough'
And I would teen
To 'trough ._ .1, -riga
Upon the Ploain

Or

Haugh bough!
arouglin Cough!

▪

SPV

t,

PktoOlillgieff4M0SA NOWA NIA!It RUMP.leOistr. Pfto.Wast.liforgAlfeof

Chi

Come In For A

Free Cup Of Coffee

.8(

r*T.
Ills

On Christmas Eve

SATURDAY 8 TO 10 A.M.
Marry Christmas To All 1

•

LANGUAGE WAS NO IAMBI at the Powder room to Co I umbus. Ohio, at the International House party. This is Bonita
Byg. 4, of India, checking to see if she's got the right room.

An

fi

yew long, we're grateful for our fine friend:1
and customers. At Christmas, we're especially happy
to express our greetings, thanks and good wishes.

Opal - Johnny - Geneva

Boone's Laundry - Clnrs.
WILL CLOSE AT NOON ON
CHRISTMAS EVE
- 605 Main Street

RUDY'S RESTAURANT
\. •

•

THANKS FOR YOUR PATRONAGE!

T.V.
3 .V.SERVICE CENTER

imuothouviunisluitbouswisisiecou

Street

Phone 753-5865
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The Only
Afternoon Daily
'.In Murray And
Calloway Country

United Press International

Caries.
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
In Our 37th Year

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, December 24, 1966

IQ* Per Copy

Ceen & Heard
Nround
MURRAY

•

W• 1 tomorrow Is Christewt
rt its one of the oddest events of
the year
No matter how ofd a person behe at.141 gets sort of eso.ted as the day approaches. Good
:hear Ls evident. folks 110 holm
around. and cares twopuninlY
recede tram the scene

•

•

fieleiwas,
is • good Una of the
year and could well lie a time
for the renaming et name Some
of the things we Oboe value on
today are worthless and home
efAile things we dri not pease
Wale on are ptiorless
A re-maistation is
nigher long
endue

•

We need to :et...Jen:re the honest
per son We need to recogneae the

(Continued ea Page Tire)
.11

Children To Honor
Parents On Monday
The Children of Mr and Mrs
Zenith ParecheZ, Route One, Putyear. wed
or their parents
with open house on Monday. December 36. in observance of their
golden wedding anniversary The
guests WI be received in the
home at a daughter. Mrs Bomar
Pre soon. near Porter Court
Mr and Mrs Position have four
hying children: Mn. James Hart
of Puryeae Mrs Lee Dowdy ot'
Parts. Mrs Bomar Pressor., Porter Court: Mr J B Pasehail of
Detroit. Mich There are twenty one grandchildren and twenty" Revel great -grancinhitiren
Ail friends end relatives are invited to visit Mr and Mrs Paschall from one to four o'clock In
the afternoan on December 38, at
the home of Mrs Preston
—•

•

By United Press International
The wore. snowstorm of the season moved acruse the Midwest and
into the Northeast today, bringing
additional dangers to thausamis of
the natant motorista who took to
the highways for the Christmas
holidays.
The Nations& Safety Council
Moted that bet/green WO and 769
pereor_s would never reach their
denanatam before the 78-hour holiday weekend snob For the corresponding 78-hour period bat year
TM persons were idlled anti 34,000
injured. the council said.
The United Press International
count at 8 am. EST Mowed at
ban 79 persons killed in traffic
*cadent& /Ince the weekend began.
The breakdown:
79
Traffic
1
Fees
0
Plasm
Misceaanecen
3
83
Total
Ohio led the nation in trelfic
defter with 12, followed by MalINCAUNK411 With 7, Idedegan and
Teems "Hi 6 each and killsesust,
lillescsitin and New York Toth 5
each.
The weekend began at 6 p m.
load time Friday illibd will end ai
midnight Monday.
Several states beunogied "gli
tough" campaigns against hallo
(0eatimeed ea Page Few)

C[RISTO
RUM

in order. or

We need to recognise the person
who delvers a good day a wort
for his pay

The wonderful thing
about Christmas is that each
year, without fail, it works
its miracle over again. With
the approach of the Holiday
Season, the *spirit becomes
refreshed, the heart uplifted,
and the world suddenly is
full of smiling people, bursting with good will towards
their fellow-man.

Snow Falls
As Far South
As Florida
Dreamers of White Christmas
may feel it a nightmare instead.
as the worst snowstorm of the
season 'swept across the Midwest
Into the Northeast today.
Snow fell des morning as far
Routh as Jackson. Mac, across
the Tennant* Valley and southern Applacharis to the hem 37
populated
Baltimone-Phtladelphis
area
Itasardoto
driving
warnings
were parted in a 16-state area
from Miasiaseppi to Massachusetts.
The Oklahoma Highway Patrol
reported 300 to 400 cars tied up
at one time in the eanbound lane
of the Will Rogers Turnpike north
of Miami. Okla.
Five persons were killed and
another critically injured Prklay
nr.ght (hiring a sralwatOrril on the
Weotern Kentucky Parkway neat
Leurrifield, Ky A propane gas
true* rammed by A spinning car,
(('ontimeed en Page Four)

eat is in this atmosphere
of good cheer and brotherly
love that we wish our friends
a very Merry Christmas and
a Rich and Happy New Year.

Couple Observe 63rd
Wedding Anniversary
•

._
Mr and Mrs J Wright Cole are
• onbaeri,Ing their 63rd wedding anniversary quietly at their tame
(('ontineel an Page Fear) 1

WEATHER REPORT
•

KINTLYCKY: Snow enchng mom,
• mectvirus extreme eastern border
early today. becoming partly cloudy ,thi& afternoon and night Sunday increasing cloudineee with
chance of a few mow flurries.
Much colder through tonight.

0

Kentucky Take: 7 am. 354. down
0_2. below darn313 5, down IS.
Wane temperature 44.
Barkley Lake 354. no change,
bellow dam 322. up Ob.
Precipitation 1 inch of snow.
Sunrise '1 OIL sunset 446.
Moon sets 4.11 am.

Vol. LXXXVII No. 303

Fatalities
Pile Up On
Slick Roads

Prentice Lassiter has a Japonica
in bloom.
•
B. R. Boyd who gave us a %tater meion once before on Okwistrnas,
cad Si again. Mr Boyd kves at
bete West Main &met
•We don't know how Mr Boyd
keeps the watermelons in good
condition for so long, but he
does it This is a nice 1116110111 and
• I is appreciated.

1

Dance Will Be Held
At Country Club
••••••111k

The Staff of The Daily Ledger & Times Wishes Everyone a Merry Christmas And A Happy New Year
Dan Gatewood
Cordie McDougal
Edward Smith
R. J. McDougal
William Hornbuckle
Mrs. Ed Smith

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
Tom Williams
Samuel Workman
Bob Williams
Edward Collie
Steve Smotherman

Mr. and Mrs. W. P. William;
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Williams
Byron Sykes
Mrs. Etld Phillips
Gale Garrison
Mrs. Eldrid Jones

AND THE LEDGER & TIMES NEWSPAPER BOYS ..

Mary Hornbuckle
Barry Herndon
Allen Camp
Fred Berry
Greg Wright

--71.

Steve Burkeen
Larry Teitioff

Ricky Edwards
Sammy Adams
Victor Olarabal
Kenneth Broach
Tim Recker

Bruce Milani
Ralph Dibble
Jeff Teitioff

19•Tnntleilling11111111111111n--`mboo--.

rift

Grant Rodman
Monty Cathy
Wallace Taylor
Randy Taylor
Butch Sanford

There will be a Christmas dance
for 11th. 12th and college ate
members of the Calloway County
country Club Wednesday night.
December 28th from 8 tin ul 11.30
o'clock.
Each member may liwite one
nonmember guest Price is $1 00
per person The dents will play.
Hans and hastened' are Mr. and
Mrs. N. B. =Is, Mr. and Mrs.
Chuck fihuffett. Mr. and Mrs.
✓ C Stubblefield, Mr and Mrs.
Robert MiLler. Mr and Mrs James
Armbruster and Mrs Clara Griffin.
Planning onnunittee Is Pat KRIO„
Diane shoffett, Ann Titswortte
Dan I/IIer, Ann Oreffin, Mary
Jo Oakley, Ada 811. Hutson, Jimmy Ambit:star. Bob eltahldeifield
and Marilyn Willson.

err,

,
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Coneoleciatiot of tbe Murray Ledger, The SHING COMPANY. lac.
Callow
Tillali-Har*M. °Raba b. 1928. and VW Won ay, Ttroes, and Th,
ILestenickEl. Minoan
1, 1082.
JAME C

WILIESEIS,

rtrauskin

W. mum del rails to Tweet say Advadiaane
. Lalams
Me Editor
or Public Odle. items wake. In our apinlaik
are not for tbe tog in
wren of its readers.

Cong Force Hits
Marines During
Christmas Truce"

Fins
f
n

The Almanac

forces in the Manned triviellik
Europe
In 1961, the United Nation pro:echo-tiled the North African 1111111010
by t nited Press laiternatleast
usa las ease
Today is Saturday, Dec. 24, the of Libya flee and Ind
Itetared at tbe Pee Otface, Murray, Keutu
A thought for the der—
cky. for transnumon •• nob day
tairli
Follo
wing
are
with
some
Twin
am* to
Lakes hunters And hounds:
Stroud Clear Matter.
ican novelist alverwood Anderson
follow
/111011LIORIPTION RATIN By Carrier in Idiom
said: "lberyone an the worid
. pre weak Ric, par month
The mocn u between its fast
111.10lbCialloway and adjoining eountaga. per
Christ and they are all crucified "
year. MAO. eignwhgra M.110 quarter and fun phase.
The morning stars are Mars
By BRYCE MILLER
"Tim Onialsedine Civic &mai el • Camma
•:he breeze of erbe round that
ndle
the
and Jupiter.
tatted Preis Intereiblissal
sent Just above my head
lategrity d ifs illwerepepor"
SA.10-C
:N urt -- A large OneThe evenmg use a Saturn
'The Long Hunters are romentic
24, of West He.eni, Ark.,
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A BHA Thought For Today
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ten cleaned?
Hut where are the
nine? —Luke 17:17.
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cleansed, but only one
thanked Jesus.
Ingratitude ts man's
besetting sin.
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/ 7:00 Teaching of the New Testament
7-30 Herald of Truth
8:00 House of Worship
8:30 Linus, Lion Hearted
9:00 Beany and Cecil
9:30 Peter Potanius
10:00 Bulwkikle
10:30 Diecovery '68
1110 The Christophers
010 Herald at Truth
11:30 Know Your Bible
10:00 Protestant Service
12:00 Directions
11:00 Popsy'
12:30 Issuer az Answers
1130 File 6
1:00 Carl Tipton Show
12:00 Meet The Press
12:30 Eternal LJght •
3:00 All Star Wrestling
100 Weekend at tin Movies
3:00 Christ Is Born
230 Chriatnisa Carol
4:00 Stoneman Family
3:30 Eternal teed
1:30 Greatest allow on Death
6:30 iThe Cartoons
4:00 Wild Kingdom
430 College Bowl
600 Dangerous Xmas of Red
500 Frank McGhee
Riding Hood
: 30 Arnati and the Night Vistors 7:00 The F. B. I.
610 Wonderful World at Color
8:00 Sunday Nite Movie
7:30 Hey Landlord
1110 Clone Up
8700 Bonanza
11:30 Viewpoint
9-00 Andy Williams
12:00 ABC Scope
10:00 News. Weather. Sports
12:46 ABC Sign Off
10:15 Weekend at the Moyle.
MONDAY
MONDAY EVENING
ria
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Channel 5-WLAC-TV
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Week of Dec. 24-Dee. 31
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Network Programa Also On
*Cape Girardeau Channel 12
A. St MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY. DATITMR
111411 Farm News
8:03 Country Junction
746 hicrning Neste
7-56 Morning Weedier
0.00 Captain Kangaroo
9700 alike Douglas
10:00 An
of Mayberry
440730 Diet Van Dyks
WOO Love of I.E.
11.25 Joseph Bend
11:90 Search for Tteriorrow
U:46 The Guiding Leta

its were
occurred
ore Panenalphop
Cheat17.s
evicernen
Y evaterod with
:omedian
La entertor the
pi-rectadustingMime C
at US,

7:30 Red Skelton
8 - 30 Petticoat Junction
9:00 CBS Reports
9:30 CBS Reports
10:90 The Big New.
10:18 Radar Weather
10:30
In Sports
10:30 Milton Dogs( Movie
12110 elosi OR
PM WEDNESDAY EVENING
Urecember 28
6:00 Newebed
CIE Rader Weather
4:30 Podia Inencr/11
6- 30 lest in Spare
7:30 Dewey Hillbillies
8:00 Green Acres
8:30 Denier Pyle
:00IDanny Karr Show
10:00 The Deg News
10:15 Radar Weather
10:20 Today Tai Oporto
10:30 The Pace is Familiar
11:30 Million Dollar Moyle
1110 Sign Ott
FM

•CHURIIDAY EVENING
,

olio
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e

Channel 6-WPSD-TV

eves os
ling the
Id penreferent-

NBC

X1 Mel
Orlea
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a need
erste ,
do a
either
It for

I never „

a this

S

13:00 News. Fenn Madsta
13715 Pastor Speaks
12:90 Let's Make a Deal (Coke)
12-56 N130 New,
1700 Days of our Lives
1.30 The Doctoes
2700 Another World
2- 30 You Don't Say (Color)
3 00 Match Dame (Color)
3:26 NBC Afternoon Report
3 30 Score 4
4:00 Popeye
4 30 Cheyenne
5:30 Huntley-Brtnkia
6.00 News
8:10 Weather
11.313 Sport.

6:00 Sunrise %mead
?-00 leakevrce Panaly
730 Chuck Wagon Dane
610 IniaWWI Jubilee
11.3110 Pattern Id Lang
Ito oo Camera Three
110 30 PIAUI kir Doday
11(0 Poorer and Arteries
11 30 Mr Magoo
1(0 A Star Mall Rase
120 Vanity Harkettall
2 00 CM News Hprnial
300 ;h
a=ia Servire
4 00
6 00 OBS New Special
5, 30 Death Valley Days
08 00 Iserele
630 It's About Time
7:00
Sulliven Show
II:00 Garry Moors Show
9-00 Candid Camera
9 fol Primers My Line
1010 Sunday New.
10715 liadar Weather
10720 Wood "N Waters
1015 Million Dollar Movie
12:00 Bien Off

7111 "

C

AI

SATURDAY
December 24

December 27
December 27
8.30 Combat
The Girl from U. N. C L. E
7.30 The Rolinders
Ooneeknal Wife
8700 Pruitte of Southhampton
Tuesday Midst at the Movies 8.30
Love on a Rooftop
News Pieties
9 00 The Fugitive
Tonight show (Color)
10 -30 Iron Horse
1130 Science Ftction Theater
PM WEDNESDA
EVENING
December 28
PM WEDNESDAY EVENING
8:30 Virginian
December vi
8.00 Bob Hope
9:00 I Noy
8:30 Beaman
10 00 News Pktare
7:00 The Mqproas
10:16 Accent
8:00 Man 'Moo Never Was
10:45 Thraild Show taiga
810 Pluton Place
6:30
7:30
8:00
10 00
10:15

PM

THITit.".DAY Fx1CNI33G

010 Year End Review
10:30 Felony Scrod
11:00 Men In War Theater
PM
THURSDAY EVENING

December 29
8 30 Daniel Boone
7.30 Jack Benny
8.30 'The Hero
9-00 Dean Martin Show
1000 News Picture
10:16 Tonight Show (Colar)
FRIDAY riFTERNOON

December 29

December 30
6:30 Tartan
7:10 Man Prom U. N C L R.
830 T. H K. Cat
9 00 Laredo
1.010 New, Picture
1015 Tonight rho.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
RESULTS

Network rrograms Also On
Harrisburg Channel 3

By United Press International
, East
Week of Dec. 24-Dee, 31
Villanova 54 N Mexico St 42
NYAC 73 Rider Con 55
A. AL MONDAY THROUGH
lictetra 61 Jaciosonville 65
FRITAY. DAYTIME
South
,
Louisville 106 La Seas IPS
8-00 Munitioned
Tennessee Aki 73 rit Claud OS
630 Jack lalanne
•
Midwest
,
7 00 The Bozo Show
Ohio St 61 Army 50
9.00 Romper Room
Illinois 97 Oaidornia 81
1010 Supermarket Sweep
Butler 78 Bradley 74
10 30 The Dating Dame
Iowa 71 Stanford 74
1100 Donna Reed Show
St Lodes 63 Memphis St 46
1.1 :30 Father Knows Best
Ortnehton 86 Siesteie M
12 00 Ben Casey
Wichita 123 Utah Eft 106
Dayton 100 Loyd& HI. 90
P. M. MOND 4Y THROUGH
Southwest
,
Arians 59 Harvard 58
FRIDAY e•VENING
West
1 -00 Newlywed Genie
Utah Ka San Jose St 77
1 30 A Tins. For Us
UCLA 96 Notre t)iitne
1:65 News For Women - Marlene
Reelect, Invitational
Sander.
Anal Ratrad
2.00 Demirel Hoapital
Kentucky 83 Kamm Eft 79
230 The Nurses
Oregon St 64 Penn St 61
300 Dark Shadows
Double overtime. oansolation
3 30 Where The Action Is
Quaker City Tourney
4.00 Merve Griffin Show
Finals
6-00 ABC News--P. Jennings
Steubmele 74 Grove City Pa 51
6- 13 Local News, Weather. Oporto W Vs St 84 Blufto
Con.
6:30 Rawhide
1000 Close lip (30 Min only)
10.30 Trails Wed
11.00 Men amend Ertl
12:00 Sign Off

Pm

l

Land Transfers

at or

acazywoob itro -

Vaii's from "Ozdar EtpFule aad
pots to tske over the world.
"The CBS Friday Nt:-ht Nrovies"
•CI is -Duran The Defiant!" derring Alec Guinness and Dirk Bogarde.
ABC has the usual Milton Berle
vitr.ety hour.
Saturday
The Oa' Bowl football game
In Jacksonville, Fla . Syracuse vs.
Tennessee, is on ABC.
The football game betayen Georgia and Sell/ a the Cotton Bowl
contest CBS will telecast
The East-Wed Shrine football
game in San P'reocksco, with college senior stars, will be aired by
NBC.
ABC's "Wide World of Sooits"
will televise internaticnal figure
skating competition at Lake Placid,
N. Y. and the 1968 Nassau Trophy
Sports Car Ftece in the Bahamas.
NBC will televise live the Orange
Bowl Parade in Miami. Fla. Lorne
Green and Florence Henderson will
be the commentators.
"Mission: Impossible" on CBS repeats an episode in which an enemy
agent is injured and captured after implementing a plan to destroy
an American city.

pursuing detective is closing in On
Kimble.
CBS news has a half-hour special, "Westmorehuld In Vietn-nm."
an interview with the cal:Jul.:Wei
of the American forces there
Wednesday
"The Chrysler Theater" on NBC
ins a play entitled "Free of Charge,"
starring a group of meridians who
try to combat rock-and-roll.
ABC preempts "ABC Stage 67"
for a special in which various correspondents of the network. with
Howard K. Smith as interlocutor,
review and analyze news events of
the year and take a look into 1967.
"I Spy" on NBC has "Rene Take
Away Three," in which the two
U. E. agents enconnter a blackmail plot against an embassy employe while investigating a security leak.
Goons an Danny Kay's CBS hour
will be'Caterina Valente and French
singer-composer Gilbert Beoaud.
.e
Thursday
"The CBS Thursday Night MoSTAR DIRECTS
vies" screens "Five Finger Exercise." starring Rosalind Russell and
Jack Hawkins.
HOLLYwooD TIT ABC's "Bewitched" has "Sam and
'Mammon will =Ire his directionthe Scap Box Derby." Ellemenala
rginent of "Daktari"
al debut for a-ihelps bring together a soap box derin which he also stars.
by aspirant and his father
NBC preempts 'The Hero" for
a special in Which the networt's
The Senn Silver Mtn, has been
oorresponderts on three continent' the topic of much conversation
as
will forecast international develop- well as stories
and feature articles.
tnents in 1968.
Acoortling to legend. John Swift
The two time travelers on ABC's carried on intermittent
mining ac"Tone nonfat" find themselves in tivities in eastern
Kentucky Imre
13th Century England helping Rob- 1760 to 1789.
He is reported to have
in Hoed in his effort to get King ridden his liver ore
to escape capJohn to earn the Magna atria.
ture by Indians. This has given rise
"The Man PITIM II ii. C L. E." to the legend of the Swift
Silver
on NBC has "The Take Me lb Your Mine. Know
more about Kentucky.
Leader Affair." A power-hungery Itilietalt up for your
state wheievei
industriallat recruits a hod of in- ‘ou a,e
-

HERE'S MORE TO SEE ON CABLE TV'

MURRAY
CABLEVISION
Murray, Kentucky l
Phone 753-5005
105 N. 5th Sti et.
IMIN01116011111001101141111611IIIIIIIIMINIAMMICAN
:rt
rit
4
.

:it

;4(

"The Shack of Recognition," an
NBC's "Run For Your late" deals
wth a movie idol Who retrains ha
self respect through an an of bravery in the bullring.
Tuesday
In the "Madan" episode oa CMS,
Morey Amsterdam rieetagars as
a 0017VIC who °mace turmoil in a
rune compound when he !tarts recording animal mounds hoe use In
his ad.
The "Combat" tare on ABC is
-The !admen." In which Sergeant
Saunders delivers the bequest at a
dying eadler to a young WOMISKI
In charge af an Mallets °miasma..
Tony Randall is • gust on Red
skelton's CMS Hour. The big shrtth

1y.:c:A Sale You Don't Want To!
gi:
x
Miss
1
I
1 Marcia Anne Shoppe tr
r

MONDAY EVENING

0:00 Nowsbeat
3:15 Rader Weather
J:20 Tolsg In Sparta
6.30 Gilligan's Wand
7:00 Run, BuddY. Run
7:90 The Wei Mow
111111:00 Andy Deldfith Show
11:30 Movie of the Week
10:16
Rawl
1030 Ruder Weather
111:35 Titstaa In ft:gem
10 46 To Tell the Troth
1115 Millien Dollar Movie
12745
Off

't :,tite4
L4'XI

T.

Ii1

le

min

1ES

DAY EVINING

31, •

Channel 8-WSIX-TV
ABC

1:30 NCAA Football
6:30 Batmac
7:03 F-Troop
7:30 Datirig Game
LOD Beiretiched
8:30 That Girl
9:00 Hawk
1030 Rat Patrol
11:00 Western Theatre
MR
FP thAV ITWflNO
December so
0:30 Hams Christian Anderais
7:00 Thste Tamed
8:00 Cheyenne
9:00 12 Delo* High
10:90 Joe Pine Mow

By JAM GeOVER
has Red as his witless medieval
United Press International
character, Forsooth, whose stupidNEW YORK 'UN - Each of the ay does ni both a
duke and the
three television networks will have ; latter's son.
one of the year-end football games
"Tuesday Night At The Movies"
next S.turday-the annual East- on NBC screens -Tammy Tell
Me
West Shrine contest, the Cotton True," starring Sandra
Dee '2,nti
Bowl and the Gator Bowl. ABC John Gavin.
also will have the North-South
"The Evil Men Do" on AlEitais
Shrine game on Monday.
"The Fugitive" finds Kimble savThere will be special religious pro- ing the life of a horse faxen
owner
grams Christmras Day, and NBC who vows to repay the debt
as the
again will present the opera,
"AtnaLl And The Night Visitors."
Highlight details Dec. 25-31:
Sunday
Joe G. Johnstin and Jean V.
ABC will teled.st a Christmas
service from the Washington SiIture Johnston to Tosco Edward Wilson
and Myrtle C. Wilson; property in
Methodist Church In New Toile
CBS preempts "Lamp Unto My City of Hazel.
Mary E. Rowlett and V. H. RowPeet" and "Lod: Up And Live" to
repeat "L'Enfance Du au-18C" the lett to Bobby Joe Rowlett and Beroratorio-trilogy by Heater Beaks. tha Rowlett: one acre on new TVA
A devotional service in Waahtrig- hiehway.
D. K. Erwin and One .Erwin to
ton National Cathedral in the CapBuren Erwin and Betty Jo Erwin;
ital will be aired by NBC.
McGeorge Bundy. president of the 50'4 acres in Calloway Couriti,
Donald R. Tucker, Pearl T. TuckFord Foundetion, will be interviewer Bobby G. Grogan, Verona Gmed on NBC% "Meet The Press."
ABC's "Directions" expands to an gan, Joe. Pat James, and Lola James
hour, preempting "Tease And An- to William J. Ryan and Mare S.
swers." to premed "Christmas In 1 Ryan; 1.12 acres on Kentucky 1560
The Market Piece," a blend of dra- I (Wiswell Road).
Thee Bailey to Marjorie Preisma, dence and nark telling the
ley, Jeff Hubbard, Terra MoCoata.
Wry of the nativity.
"CBS News 1966" is a me-hour ' and George Harris Pressley,
special review of woe-Id events of tFitan Francis:a, Oalifornia arid Hathe year undef the guidance of 'vane Realdege of Murray: deed of
tee ection on iotsIn aim/lops Rust
Harry Reasoner.
ABC repeats tts Dec. 7 "Saga of View Addition,
Western Man" special. "Christ Is
Charles B. Stark end Lou Ellen
Stark to Rd, R Erwin and Wanda
Born."
The new Sunday edition of "Peas- Erwin: 772 acres in Calk:sway County on Highway 893,
word" meke.s Its bow on CBS.
Fred Butterworth and Imogene
The "Wed Kinelan" episode on
NBC is a repeat of "Winter in The Butterworth to Charles B. Stark
Wild Kingdom." deans with ani- and Lou Ellen Stark; 06 acres in
mals in Wisconsin and Colorado.
Calloway County. formerly known
A CBS news erecial will be as W B. McNabb tract of land.
echrer reee In El Eterrio,- reporting
Affidavit of descent of R. W.
on how New York's Puerto Rican Jones, deceased, to Vlrginia Alm
colony celebrates the day,
Jones. Commodore Jones. and Rob"Amnia And The Night Visitors" bie C. Jones.
is on NBC. This will be the 17th
Affliitivitt of descent ot Vatic&
Christmas D.y presentation of the Ann Janet', deceased. to 00=23010011
Gain Carlo Menoti opera.
Jones and Robbie C Jones
ABC preempts "Voyage To The
Lillian Conyers Rogers and Ruby
Bottom Of The Sea" for a repeat Reed to Rex carnp,
Dorothy Camp,
et Its 1965 special "The Dangerous Norman Frank Windt, and
Sandra
antennae Red Riding Heed, or Frances wIrmit: 311914 acres
in CalOh Wolf, Poor Wolf." This mustral busy County.
spoof of the ?airy tale stars Cyril
Ritchard aod lam Minoan.
30
AWARDS
ABC sell air the North-Eiduth
Shrine football game, featuring senior stars from various colleges. from
Ilse "MAMend, Pla.
tywoad Stars at Tomorrow Awarck"
"Iron Horse" an ARC has "Hell- be turtle Jan. 28 and televised via
cat," In which railroader Calhoun ABC-TV.
becomes the heritage of an tram
maiden he has rescued when he
UTAH LOCATION
tries to negotiate few a right-d-way
through Indian land.
HOLLYWOOD TrIt -'The Dell's
NBC will have the hat allow cri Brigade," starring William Holden.
the Heger Miner namkal series, will be filmed sinned entirely on
which has been cancelied Miller location near Sets Lake Cy.
will dispense with guest. and hold
CIONM the heti hod' alone.
BARRYMOltit SIGNS
-The Road Wed" on NBC has
"The Power of Fear." A doctor beHOLLYWOOD TN - John Drew
(X117116 the target for revenge when Barronore has signed for
• Rued
his patient dies under anesthesia
appearance on the "Jericho" tele"The Big W./ley on ABC offere vision seriee
"Day of The Comet
Audis fens
in love with a poetic drifter who a
sought as the killer of more than
00 men.

11
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December 26

1

TUESDAY EVENING

i

700 RFD-TV
7:20 Atop the Pence Pon
7:66 News
8 00 Super 8
8:30 Atom Ant
SATURDAY
9:00 Secret Squirrel
December 24
9 30 Specs Eidettes
10-00 Cool McCool
8:46 News, Woe Timetable Ride
10 30 The Jetisons
7 00 Educational
11:00 Top Cat
7 30 (31hoet Stories
11:30 Marine Boy
9700 King Kong
12 00 Animal Secrets
e/
li
Gateway Shopping Center
930 Beatles Cartoons
12 30 The Smithsonlans
10:00 Casper Cartoons
CADIZ, KENTUCKY
1 00 Fkle 6
11:00 Mtge Bunny
2 00 Ernest Tubbs
1.). ALL COATS & CAR COATS
12:00
B. A.
2 30 Gene Williams
1111 GROUP SKIRTS & SWEATERS
1:00 Pre-Game Show
3 00 Sun Bowl
GROUP DRESSES.
1 : 15 Blue Bonnet Bowl
8 00 Porter Wagoner
Petite, .Jr. Miss and Li Sizes
Sports
Wide
World
4700
of
6•30 Flipper
li I GROUP CHII.DRENS WEAR
7.00 Please Don't Eat the Daisies 6:30 Woody Woodpecker
7- 1 GROUP HATS - It Price. Others
$2.00K
8700 Welk Fargo
7:30 Get Smart
8730 Shane
I GROUP DRESSES
8:00 Slat Narht Movie
t
7:30 Lawrence Weak Mow
.
2 REGARDLESS OF bRIG. PRICE
• 10:00 News. Weather itc Sparta
only 25.00 lk
me
8:10 Hollywood Palace
10:15 Heart of Christmas
▪
OTHER DRESSES, SKIRTS, SWEATERS and SLACKS
11:00 Meinight Mara-to °antiunion 0:30 Milton Berte
.
if
1,4 OFF 10-30 The Gift
ALL SALES FINAL- -. NO EXCHANG
11.00 Xmas Eve Service
SUNDAY
NO APPROVALS NO CHANGES
IIG
12:15 Week end News
ON ABOVE SALE
December 25
12 30 Sign Off

111

1

Monday Nile Movie
Peyton Place I
Big Valley
Trails Wed
Men Against Evil

TUESDAY EVENING

rve

e young
DO then
instead
te that
in any-

PCCt

6:30
8:30
9:00
10:30
11:30
PM

TM

6!00 Newebeat
815 Radar Weather
FRIDAY, AFTWitS0014
8:20 Today In Sports
430 Jericho
The World At Noon
730 My Three Sons
1216 Old Tien elriging Convenaral
1100 Thursday Night Merle
11110 As The Wield Tarns
16:00 Big News
1 -00 Peawirord
10:15 Radar West:her
14110 Boum Party
10:20 Today in Sport,
11:410 To Tell The Truth
10:30 Million Dollar Mode
II:36 Doug lidweirets News
12:00 Rem Off
Ifo Wlee of Night
8:00 Secrat Storm
30 Ttmmy and Lamle
December 30
610 Big Show
610 OBS Evening News WM Wal. 6:00Werniebeee
E-1
tow Crank:Its
41:15 Ihrdsr Weather
8:30 Today In Sports
Illa1VILDA1
8:30 Wild Wild West
7:30 Regent Heroes
8.00 Friday Night Movie
December 24
10 lb Rig News
10 30 Rader Weather
10-36 Ttliki kISpode
810 ilenries lierosster
10-45 Film of 60's
7700 Melia H111 Verlen
1215 Night Train
8-00 Mighty Monte
..11 30 Underckg
12:45 Men
0
9 00 Frankenstein Jr
9 30 Space Ohara
WOO Superman
10.30 Lone Ranger
11.00 Poprore Party
11 30 Huoitleberre Hosed
12 00 Tom and Jerry
12- 30 The Road Runner
1 00 Blue-Cirey Footballi Game
Network programs Also On
4 -00 Dakteri
500
Clot A Secret
Nashville Channel 4
Ream Mudd
Week of Dec he-Dee 31
0:00 Seedbed
4716 Radar Weather
FRIDAY DATTIMI
cao •n•aw 1n SWIM
6 30 Jackie Gime=
7 30 Patois '14'" Petticoats
7:00 Today Show
8 00 Misaion lemossible
9700 Romper Room
9 00 Oururnoke
9.26 NBC News
10 00 Saturdas• News
9.30 Oznorntratian
10 16 Rader Weather
10 00 Main Letter
10 20 To
ln Sports
10.30 Showdown
iL10 30 }lime of We 50,
11:00 Jeopardy
"12 30 Night Train
11 - 30 Saingint Country
1186 NBC Day Report
151:14111412
F. M. MONDAY THROUGH
December 25
FRIDAY. AFTERNOON

dire
runt/nuts
elspeeker
message
fled ,0i-

December 26

December .=4

F. M. MONDAY TIIROU4311

.•
idly ben at 7
rook two
t Sawn
of toting
nes and
negun

December 26
8:30 The Monkees
7.00 I Dream of Jea.nrde
7:30 Roger Miller Show
8 00 The Road West
9.00 Run For Your Life
10:09 News Plotted
10:15 Tonight Show

Year-End Games On Each Netw
To
Carry Shrine Game;Opera On NBC Christmas

December 27

*it

100 Nembeei
816 Rader Weather
CIO Todae 1 Seerill
8:10 A Family Affair
700 Marshal Dillon

7:00
7:110
8:30
0:16

Path for T1aday
Ocepel Singing Jubilee
Paducah Devotion
Haraitton Brothas glilarts0

SUNDAY
.

December 25

6.30 Educationai

Sale Starts Tues. Dec.27ii.
miummoiklitiii0001iiINJON',*4i WNW**

Enjoy Delicious All-Jersey Egg Nog
This Holiday Season!
Pick it up at your favorite grocery store
••4.
•

or have it delivered by your route man.
*

ALL-JERSEY EGG NOG

Wishing you r
•
a Christmas filled
with the laughter
of children and '
the rewards of
dreams come true.

RYAN
MILK COMPANY

CLIFFORD'S hULF

Chestnut Street
Phone 73-30l2

Service Station
•

Five Points

Murray, Kv,
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Our entire stock of Fall and Winter Fabrics must be cleared to the bare walls . . . costs are forgotten
Be there when the door opens Tuesday, 9 a.m. Sharp . . . for the Fabric Buys of a Lifetime!!
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LUXURY
FABRICS

Entire stock of finest Dress and Suiting
Fabrics now at
one low, low price. Choose from Imported
Suedes, Dacron
and Cotton Blends, Printed Silk Blends,
Crepes, Hopsackings and many, many others. Thousands
of yards
to choose from!
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Finest Holiday and Fall Luxury Fabrics now at
this low,
low give-away price. Pure Silk Prints,
Bonded Suitings,
Bonded Crepes, Velveteens, Velvets. Imported
Brocades,
and many, many others. Come early for
best selection!
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Xs hopes for a 1716 victory in this
aeries bawdy on Garter. the m-- affunoe loader white
plowing la Brigham Young this faa.
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Will Be Open This Sunday

The passing will be fast and furious at Montgomery. AM. when the
Blue's Virgil Carter takes on the
Gray's Terry EMatail
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DEAR WANTS: Insr "handsome, Intelligent. oneeemtel" young
man is tolled to tell you that be
dual think of one- toad rasa=
I. marry YOU. And esteem yea
ma come op with see that makes
sense to lalm. read better be nosiest with a "perfeet resume"
became, ao I we K. that la all
he Is going to offer yew
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Move into high gear when TennesThu game also Is rated oven.
Two gisesivere
see 'meta Eytarsuse in the Gator
Gray Ccadh John Brleee of Bowl, Georgia talus on Southern
Diner not only broileht along his Methodist HI the Cotton Ek•wl and
sera quarterbeek. but also two of two squads of All-Stars collide ln
Southall's favorite recetvers. Split the Rest-West Shrine game
and Torniny Smith and Minter
The hectic pace comes r time on
Paul Becton. Southall completed
173 mama for 1.006 yards and 16 January 2, alien Alabama faces NeNo /towhee on offense either,
touchdowns for Baylor
braska in the Sugar Bowl, Southern
the Weatent Athatic Catefertn
,
n
Oal halts Purdue in tht dose Bowl
champs boast quarterback Rick EgThe classic Is played annually for and Georgia Te..11 squares off with
toff, who fired 13 touctid,ren peasea the benefit of underririvileged
Ftzind• in the Ortini:e Bowl in a
this season, and kicker Jerzy De- drat.
oight game. .
poyster, who kicked five field goals
Next Saturday action will realty
of more than 50 yarns and punted
for a 402 overage Benbetk J1131
Mick, rated one of the Welit'a top
bodes, will hau,ciie the mantra
chores for Wyonung

Running No Good
Its a anal thing the Bettlitnglea
can pale because they may have
trouble running seanait WyomingThe Cowboys, sho firembed the ageson with an inmimeive 0-1 gradt
allowed • mere 36.6 yards ...er SUMO
nisedng and 69 point&
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